
 

If you’re a fan of the Malayalam movie industry, then there is no doubt that you have come across at least one or two of the movies from this industry. And as a result, some of their memorable dialogues too. These movies are loved for their comedy and witty lines, which often make it to our Facebook profile pictures as well as WhatsApp status messages. That’s why I am writing this post about
Famous Malayalam Movie Comedy Dialogues to help people download these famous lines for free. Below is a list of some of the movies and their most recent editions and most known dialogues:

If you want to download these famous lines for free, then you're at the right place. Here I am providing full Malayalam movie comedy dialogues torrent & download links. Downloading these lines is my passion and I am sharing these links with the sole purpose of helping others. If you find this article useful, let me know in the comments below. Also, please share this post with your friends and
subscribe for more such super helpful articles in future. "I am not a celebrity, but a historian." - A.R. Rahman "Apna Dhan Kabootar" from the movie "Vedam" is popular for its dialogues. This dialogue is related to pre-wedding rituals in South Indian marriages. In the film, the character Aachi is trying to persuade his parents to let him marry a girl who he loves so much. He tells them that marriage is
not important and it's only a ceremony and no one can put a price on love. The conclusion of his line says: ' marriages are done by money, relationships are done by love . Love is the only money you will get. And that, my dear parents, is what I want to get.' - Aachi The movie was an instant hit and became a cult classic. "Hrim Kettavu" from the movie "Poovilangu Pattukaran" is also one of the most
famous dialogues of all time. It had become a cult classic and probably some may know the quote by heart:  

Many more Malayalam movies made popular by some of its memorable and famous lines. Do let me know in the comments if I had missed any of your favorite dialogues or if you've come across any more memorable dialogues from other movies in future guides. "Huge is the word, which describes you the best." - "Rijiya" from "Pranayakalam"
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